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guide pages. Page 3 All rights reserved. Reproduction by any means, electronic or mechanical
including photocopying, recording or by any information storage and retrieval system or
translation in whole or part is not permitted without written authorization from Ford Motor
Company. Copyright E Ford Motor Company Please take time to get well acquainted with your
vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle the
greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. Page 5 Introduction This Owner's
Guide describes every option and model variant available and therefore some of the items
covered may not apply to your particular vehicle. Furthermore, due to printing cycles it may
describe options before they are generally available. Remember to pass on the Owner's Guide
when reselling the vehicle. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained in comments
highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. Page 7 Introduction Special instructions For your
safety, your vehicle is fitted with sophisticated electronic controls. By operating other electronic
equipment e. Therefore you should observe the instructions of the equipment manufacturers.
Page 8: Vehicle Symbol Glossary Introduction Vehicle symbol glossary These are some of the
symbols you may have on your vehicle. This OBD II system protects the environment by
ensuring that your vehicle continues to meet government If it comes on after the engine is
started, one of the engine's emission control systems may be malfunctioning. The light may
illuminate without a driveability concern being noted. Page 12 Instrument Cluster If the Check
engine light remains on, have your vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity. Light is
blinking: Engine misfire is occurring which could damage your catalytic converter. You should
drive in a moderate fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle
serviced at the first available opportunity. If brake warning lamp does not illuminate at this time,
seek service immediately. Also illuminates when the parking brake is engaged. Illumination after
releasing the parking brake indicates low brake fluid level or ABS if equipped Page 14
Instrument Cluster Upshift if equipped Illuminates when it is best to shift to the next highest
manual transaxle gear for the maximum fuel economy. When the light is on, the transaxle does
not switch into overdrive. The light also illuminates when the battery is not charging properly,
requiring electrical system service. Engine oil pressure Illuminates when the oil pressure falls
below the normal range. Page 16 Instrument Cluster AdvanceTracT Momentarily illuminates
when the ignition is turned on, to confirm that the system is operational. While driving, the light
flashes when the feature is active. The control switch will toggle the feature on or off, but the
feature will default to on after each cycle of the ignition key. Page 17 Instrument Cluster Speed
control if equipped Illuminates when the speed control system is switched on. Refer to Speed
control in the Driver Controls chapter. Turn signal Illuminates when the left or right turn signal
or the hazard lights are turned on. If one or both of the indicators stay on continuously or flash
faster, check for a burned out turn signal bulb. Page 18 Instrument Cluster Safety belt warning
chime Chimes to remind you to fasten your safety belts. For information on the safety belt
warning chime, refer to Safety Restraints in the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter. At
normal operating temperature, the needle remains within the normal area. If it enters the red
section, the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the
engine immediately and let the engine cool. Page 20 Instrument Cluster This gauge indicates
the temperature of the engine coolant, not the coolant level. If the coolant is not at its proper
level the gauge indication will not be accurate. If the gauge enters the red section and the multi
function warning light illuminates, refer to How fail safe cooling works in coolant in the
Maintenance and Page 21 Instrument Cluster Speedometer Indicates the current vehicle speed.
Odometer Registers the total miles kilometers of the vehicle. Tripmeter Registers the miles
kilometers of Tripmeter individual journeys. To reset Odometer depress the control. Reset
control Tachometer if equipped Indicates the engine speed in revolutions per minute. Avoid
touching the contacts on the back of the panel and do not use excessive force to refit it. Page
23 Entertainment Systems Replacement panels Your Ford Dealer will require the following if you
need to order a replacement panel: 1. Your name and address. The Vehicle Identification
Number visible on a plate mounted on the instrument panel. Refer to Page 24 Radio reception
To gain the best reception, always tune to the strongest station signal available. The following
tips will help you gain the best reception from your Ford audio system. AM reception Under

most conditions, strong signals provide stable sound quality and little signal disturbance. This
button can also operate the radio for up to one hour with the ignition turned off. The radio
automatically switches off after one hour. This function can be used repeatedly. Volume control
The display indicates the level selected. The display indicates the level selected. The display
indicates the selection made. Press and hold one of the preset buttons. When sound returns,
the station has been stored. Then use the SEEK button to make manual tuning adjustments.
Page 33 Entertainment Systems Tape side selection During tape playback, press both buttons
partially in to change the tape side being played. Tape eject Press both buttons fully in to eject
the cassette and restore radio reception. Page 34 It is also recommended that the tape head in
the audio unit is cleaned regularly with a wet cleaning cassette, which is available from your
Ford Dealer. Press the MENU button repeatedly until a display like the one shown opposite
appears. Page 36 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Irregular shaped CDs,
CDs with a scratch protection film attached and CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels
should not be inserted into the CD player. If pressed within three seconds of the start of a track,
the previous track will be selected. Press repeatedly to select previous tracks. Press SEEK to
select the next " CD error codes Codes may be shown in the audio unit display that indicate
errors with the CD unit. The display shows the level selected. This button can also operate the
unit for up to one hour with the ignition turned off. Balance control Press BAL for balance left to
right and use the volume control for sound system adjustment. Page 44 Entertainment Systems
Autostore selector AutoStore selects six strong FM station signals and stores them on the
preset buttons. Use the volume control to adjust. Press SCAN again to continue listening to a
station. MENU button Main features â€” Then use the SEEK button to turn this function on or
off. Page 48 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact
discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. The display will show the disc
selected. If the track is longer than the display allows, the first digit flashes while the rest of the
numerals return to zero and start counting again. Disc upside down or dirty. Clean the disc and
try again. If error still shows, see your Ford Dealer. Note: The heating effect depends upon the
coolant temperature and is therefore only effective when the engine is warm. Mode selector
control Controls the direction of the airflow to the interior of the vehicle. Selecting a position
part way between modes will distribute the air accordingly. Page 58 Climate Controls Floor and
Defrost Mode The air stream flows from the floor ducts and the windshield defroster ducts to
the front and rear footwell areas and towards the windshield. Defrost Mode The main air stream
flows from the windshield defroster ducts towards the windshield to defrost or defog it. Page 59
Climate Controls Recirculated Air Control Press the button to toggle between outside air and
recirculated air. The control light in the switch illuminates while the recirculated air function is
active, indicating that no outside air is flowing into the vehicle. Activate the recirculated air
function to help stop undesirable odors from entering the vehicle. This will aid The air
conditioning system cooling performance. Page 61 Climate Controls Maximum air conditioning
â€” Cooling with recirculated air To rapidly cool the interior of the vehicle, set the temperature
control to the coldest setting, select select a fan speed of 2, 3 or 4 and activate the air
conditioning and recirculated air. Page 62 Climate Controls Suitable comfort settings To
maintain comfort at moderate outside temperatures, set the desired temperature, select any
mode and select a fan speed of 1 or 2. Activate the air conditioning as needed to maintain
comfort or prevent fogging. The air conditioning may be deactivated for improved fuel
economy. Page 63 Climate Controls Without air conditioning: Maximum ventilation To rapidly
ventilate the interior of the vehicle, set the temperature control to the coldest setting, select and
select a fan speed of 2, 3 or 4. Rapid heating To warm the interior of the vehicle, set the
temperature control to the warmest setting, select and select a fan speed of 3 or 4. Page 64
Climate Controls Suitable comfort settings To maintain comfort at moderate outside
temperatures, set the desired temperature, select any mode and select a fan speed of 1 or 2.
These objects can block air flow or fall into the defroster outlets and possibly damage your
climate control system. Press the defroster control to clear the rear window of thin ice and fog.
The small LED will illuminate when the defroster is activated. The defroster turns off
automatically after 14 minutes or when the ignition is turned to the Rotate to the second
position to also turn on the headlamps. Page 70 Lights High beams Pull toward you to activate.
To deactivate, pull the lever toward you again. Flash to pass Pull the lever slightly toward you
and release to deactivate. Operates only when the exterior lights are switched on. Page 71
Lights Vertical aim adjustment 1. Park the vehicle on a level surface approximately 7. Measure
the height of the headlamp bulb center from the ground and mark a 2. The control also activates
the high beams. Refer to Headlamp control in this chapter. Page 74 Lights To remove the
headlamp bulb: 1. Make sure that the headlamp control is in OFF position. Open the hood.

Rotate the bulb cover counterclockwise and remove. Swivel the wire clip to the side and pull out
the lamp. Page 75 Lights 3. Pull the bulb straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb.
Install the bulb socket in grille by turning clockwise. Replacing foglamp bulbs 1. Reach under
the bumper cover and remove the bulb socket from the foglamp by turning counterclockwise.
Open the hatchback. From inside the luggage compartment remove the wing nut of the rear
light assembly cover. Using a Phillips screw driver remove the screw. The lamp is still retained
by a spring loaded clip. Open the trunk. From inside the luggage compartment remove the three
wing nuts of the light housing. Gently pull the light housing to the outside. Turn the bulb socket
counterclockwise and pull out the socket. Using a screw driver remove the fixings and trim from
the body. Remove the socket from the lamp assembly. Page 79 Lights High-mount brake lamp
bulbs Sedan Open the luggage compartment. Using a screw driver remove the fixings and trim
from the tailgate. Pull the bulb holder from the lamp assembly. Pull the bulb out. Install in
reverse order. Coupe and Wagon Remove the screws using a torx T20 screwdriver and take out
the glass cover. Page 80 Lights Rear dome lamp Remove the reflector and replace the bulb. Fit
new bulb in the reverse order. Map lamps The bulbs can be replaced after the contact plate has
been hinged back. Luggage compartment light Carefully pry out the light assembly from the
holder with a flat bladed screwdriver and remove the bulb. For intermittent operation, move the
lever up one position and adjust the rotary switch to the desired speed. For normal operation,
move the lever up two positions. For high speed operation, move the lever up three positions.
Page 83 Driver Controls Mist function To operate the mist function of the windshield wipers,
push and release the windshield washer control quickly. The wipers will cycle two or three
times. Four seconds after the last cycle, the wipers will cycle one more time to clear the
windshild. Substances such as tree sap and some hot wax treatments used by commercial car
washes reduce the effectiveness of wiper blades. Pull the locking lever down to adjust the
steering column position. To empty, push the cover completely down and firmly extract the
ashtray. CUP HOLDER To re install the cup holder inserts after cleaning, push down on the
insert so that the locating tip underneath the insert is inserted firmly into the locator hole. Page
Mirrors Driver Controls Window lock The window lock feature allows only the driver to operate
the rear power windows. To lock out the rear window controls slide the control to the left. Slide
the control to the right to restore the window controls. Turn the control counterclockwise to
adjust the driver's side mirror, and clockwise to adjust the passenger's side mirror. Adjust the
selected mirror by moving the center control in the desired direction. The control light in the
instrument panel will illuminate. If you drive up or down a steep hill, your vehicle speed may
vary momentarily slower or faster than Each press will increase the set speed by 1. Disengaging
the speed control will not erase the previously programmed set speed. Page Sunroof Driver
Controls SUNROOF The power sunroof can be operated only when the ignition is switched
Always remove the ignition key when leaving children alone in the vehicle in order to avoid the
risk of injury through inadvertent operation of the electric sunroof. Press to lift the rear of the
sunroof. Page 94 Close the sunroof by pressing the switch again when the sunroof stops
moving. When the rear of the sunroof is lifted, lift the rear all the way and then close the
sunroof. Have the system checked by your Ford Dealer immediately. The system integrates the
anti lock braking ABS and Traction ControlT systems with a yaw reduction feature, to further
enhance the stability of the vehicle. Page 96 Driver Controls AdvanceTracT enhances stability
during maneuvers that require all available tire traction to control the vehicle. In an emergency
lane change, the driver will have better control of the vehicle. As with any vehicle equipped with
four wheel ABS, do not pump the brakes, but instead, press firmly on the pedal. Page 98 Driver
Controls Aggressive driving in any road conditions can cause you to lose control of your
vehicle increasing the risk of severe personal injury or property damage. The occurrence of an
AdvanceTracT event is an indication that at least some of the tires have exceeded their ability to
grip the road and that you may lose control of the Release the cover at the sides and pull it out
horizontally without tilting it. Replace in reverse order. Make sure the cover is properly aligned
when inserting it. Wagon Pull out the roller cover and secure the retaining points. The load must
be placed directly on the luggage rack. The vehicle's roof panel is not designed to carry a load.
When loading the luggage rack, it is recommended to evenly distribute the load, as well as
maintain a low Only a coded key will start your vehicle. Spare coded keys can be purchased
from your dealership. Page Locks and Security Childproof rear door locks When these locks are
set, the rear doors cannot be opened from inside. The rear doors can be opened from the
outside when the doors are unlocked. The childproof locks are located on the rear edge of each
rear door and must be set separately for each door. The material the handle is made of will glow
in the darkness of the luggage compartment following a brief exposure to ambient light. Page
Locks and Security On hot days, the temperature in the trunk can rise very quickly and cause
injury or death to any living thing animal, small child entrapped in the trunk. Sedans may be

equipped with unlocking controls, which allow a means of escape by exiting through the folding
rear seatback. Page Locks and Security Locking the doors Press this control to lock all doors.
The hazard flashers will flash. To confirm the doors are locked, press the control a second time
within three seconds. The horn will chirp once and the hazard flashers will flash. Page Locks
and Security Sounding a panic alarm Press this control to turn on the alarm. Press the control a
second time to turn off the personal alarm. Page Locks and Security Replacing the battery The
transmitter is powered by one coin type three volt lithium battery CR or equivalent. Typical
operating range will allow you to be up to 10 meters 33 feet away from your vehicle. Page Locks
and Security Replacing lost transmitters If a remote transmitter has been lost and you would
like to remove it from the vehicle's memory, or you would like to purchase additional
transmitters for your vehicle up to four may be programmed into memory , take all your
vehicle's remote transmitters either to your dealer or perform the programming Page Locks and
Security 5. After successful programming, only the new programmed transmitters will be
accepted. Arming the system When armed, the perimeter alarm will help protect your vehicle
from unauthorized entry. When unauthorized entry occurs, the system will flash the hazard
flashers and will sound the horn. Only the correct key will be able to start your vehicle. If your
keys are lost or stolen, you must take your vehicle to your dealership for key reprogramming.
Page OFF and restart the engine with all other objects on the key ring held away from the
ignition key. Check to make sure the coded key ignition key is an approved Ford coded key
ignition key. Spare SecuriLockT keys can be purchased from your dealership If the key is in the
ignition and the theft indicator stays on for an extended period of time or flashes rapidly, have
the system serviced by Conventional non SecuriLockT keys cannot be programmed to your
vehicle. The correct type of SecuriLockT key for your vehicle is identifiable by the alphanumeric
characters stamped on the key blade. Page Locks and Security 1. Page Locks and Security If
the programming procedure was successful, the new SecuriLockT key s will start the vehicle's
engine. The theft indicator located on the instrument panel will light for three seconds and then
go out. If the programming procedure was not successful, the new SecuriLockT key s will not
operate the vehicle's engine. Head restraints Front seat Your vehicle is equipped with head
restraints which are vertically adjustable. The purpose of these head restraints is to limit head
motion in the event of a rear collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Turn the handle to
adjust the height of the seat. Lift the control to adjust the angle of the seatback. The seat can be
slid forwards to allow easier entry to the rear seats. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Folding
the rear seatback forward Coupe and wagon Remove the head restraints if equipped of the rear
seats and stow them on the floor behind the front seats. Push the unlocking control on the rear
seatback and fold the rear seatback forward. Do not place any objects behind the seat which
could prevent the seat from locking. Make sure the safety restraints will function properly and
are positioned in front of the seatback. The system is able to analyze different occupant
conditions and crash severity before activating the appropriate Page Seating and Safety
Restraints How does the personal safety system work? The Personal Safety System can adapt
the deployment strategy of your vehicle's safety devices according to crash severity and
occupant conditions. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Driver and passenger dual-stage air
bag supplemental restraints The dual stage air bags offer the capability to tailor the level of air
bag inflation energy. A lower, less forceful energy level is provided for more common, moderate
severity impacts. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Front safety belt usage sensors The front
safety belt usage sensors detect whether or not the driver and front outboard passenger safety
belts are fastened. This information allows your Personal Safety System to tailor the air bag
deployment and safety belt pretensioner activation depending upon safety belt usage. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Determining if the Personal Safety System is operational The
Personal Safety System uses a warning light in the instrument cluster or a back up tone to
indicate the condition of the system. Refer to the Warning lights and chimes section in the
Instrument Cluster section. Page Seating and Safety Restraints When are the front air bags and
pretensioners deployed? Front air bags and pretensioners are designed to activate in frontal
and near frontal collisions, not rollover, side impacts, or rear impacts unless the collision
causes sufficient longitudinal deceleration. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety restraints
precautions Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low
across the hips. To reduce the risk of injury, make sure children sit where they can be properly
restrained. Page Seating and Safety Restraints It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area,
inside or outside of a vehicle. In a collision, people riding in these areas are more likely to be
seriously injured or killed. Do not allow people to ride in any area of your vehicle that is not
equipped with seats and safety belts. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. To unfasten, push
the release button and remove the tongue from the buckle. The front outboard and rear safety
restraints in the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front and rear seat

passenger safety belts have two types of locking modes described below: Energy Management
Feature Failure to replace the Belt and Retractor assembly could increase the risk of injury in
collisions. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belt pretensioner Your vehicle is equipped
with safety belt pretensioners at the driver and front passenger seating positions. The safety
belt pretensioner is a device which removes excess webbing from the safety belt system. The
safety belt pretensioner uses the same crash sensor system as the front air bag supplemental
restraint system Refer to Safety restraints for children or Safety seats for children later in this
chapter. Page Seating and Safety Restraints After any vehicle collision, the seat belt system at
all passenger seating positions must be checked by a qualified technician to verify that the
automatic locking retractor for child seats is still functioning properly in addition to other
checks for proper seat belt function. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belt warning
light and warning chime Illuminates in the instrument cluster and a chime sounds to remind the
driver to fasten his or her safety belt. Conditions of operation If If the driver's safety belt is not
The Safety belt warning light buckled before the ignition switch illuminates for one to two
minutes Page Seating and Safety Restraints Beltminder if equipped The Beltminder feature is a
supplemental warning to the safety belt warning function. This feature provides additional
reminders to the driver that the driver's safety belt is unbuckled by intermittently sounding a
chime and illuminating the Safety belt warning light in the instrument cluster once the vehicle
speed has exceeded 3 mph If you are uncomfortable try different positions for the safety belt
upper anchorage and seatback which should be as upright as possible; Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Reasons given Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not sit on top of a
buckled safety belt to avoid the Beltminder chime. Sitting on the safety belt will increase the risk
of injury in an accident. To disable one time or deactivate the Beltminder feature please follow
the directions stated below. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 6. Within seven seconds of the
Safety belt warning light turning off, buckle then unbuckle the safety belt. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Safety belt extension assembly If the safety belt is too short, even when fully
extended, 20 cm 8 inches can be added to the safety belt assembly by adding a safety belt
extension assembly part number C Safety belt extension assemblies can be obtained from your
dealer at no cost. Page if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if equipped ,
and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford recommends that all safety
belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. However, if the collision Air
bags DO NOT inflate slowly or gently and the risk of injury from a deploying air bag is the
greatest See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children
and air bags For additional important safety information, read all information on safety
restraints in this guide. Children must always be properly restrained. Accident statistics
suggest that children are safer when properly restrained in the rear seating positions than in the
front seating positions. They are designed to be deployed in cases where the Personal Safety
System has determined the occupant conditions and crash severity are appropriate to activate
these devices. Page Seating and Safety Restraints While the system is designed to help reduce
serious injuries, it may also cause abrasions, swelling or temporary hearing loss. Because air
bags must inflate rapidly and with considerable force, there is the risk of death or serious
injuries such as fractures, facial and eye injuries or internal injuries, particularly to occupants
who are Page Seating and Safety Restraints Side air bag system if equipped Do not use
accessory seat covers. The use of accessory seat covers may prevent the deployment of the
side air bags and increase the risk of injury in an accident. Do not lean your head on the door;
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag
Supplemental Restraint System or its fuses. All occupants of the vehicle including the driver
should always wear their safety belts even when an air bag SRS is provided. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints The side air bags are fitted on the outboard side of the seatbacks of the front
seats. In certain lateral collisions, the air bag on the side affected by the collision will be
inflated, even if the respective seat is not occupied. Page Seating and Safety Restraints If the
side air bag has deployed, the air bag will not function again. The side air bag system including
the seat must be inspected and serviced by a qualified technician in accordance with the
vehicle service manual. If the air bag is not replaced, the unrepaired area will increase the risk
of injury in a collision. Page Child Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints If either of these
indications occurs, even intermittently, have the SRS serviced at your dealership or by a
qualified technician immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function properly in the
event of a collision. Disposal of air bags and air bag equipped vehicles For disposal of air bags
or air bag equipped vehicles, see your local Page Seating and Safety Restraints Always
transport children 12 years old and under in the back seat and always use appropriate child
restraints. Accident statistics indicate that children are safer when properly restrained in the
rear seats. Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or pets unattended in your vehicle. Page

Seating and Safety Restraints Important child restraint precautions You are required by law to
use safety restraints for children in the U. If small children ride in your vehicle generally
children who are four years old or younger and who weigh 18 kg [40 lbs] or less , you must put
them in safety seats made especially for children. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children
and safety belts If the child is the proper size, restrain the child in a safety seat. Children who
are too large for child safety seats as specified by the child safety seat manufacturer should
always wear safety belts. Follow all the important safety restraints and air bag precautions that
apply to adult passengers in Page Seating and Safety Restraints To improve the fit of lap and
shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford recommends use of a
belt positioning booster seat that is labelled as conforming to all Federal motor vehicle safety
standards. Carefully follow all of the manufacturer's instructions with the safety seat you put in
your vehicle. Page Automatic locking mode passenger side front and outboard rear seating
positions if equipped. Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap.
Install the child safety seat in a seating position which is capable of providing a tether
anchorage. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Installing child safety seats in combination lap
and shoulder belt seat positions 1. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a combination
lap and shoulder belt. NEVER place a rear facing child seat in front of an active air bag. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints 3. While holding the shoulder and lap belt portions together, route
the tongue through the child seat according to the child seat manufacturer's instructions. Be
sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle
closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position until Allow the belt
to retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Pull the
lap belt portion across the child seat toward the buckle and pull up on the shoulder belt while
pushing down with your knee on the child seat. This type of child seat eliminates the need to
use seat belts to attach the child seat. In a crash, one anchor may not be strong enough to hold
two child seat attachments and may break, causing serious injury or death. The LATCH anchors
are located on the rear section of the seat cushion, at the bottom of the seatback. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints Attaching child safety seats with tether straps Most new forward facing
child safety seats include a tether strap which goes over the back of the seat and hooks to an
anchoring point. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety seats. Route
the child safety seat tether strap over the back of the seat. On hatchbacks, the removable
luggage area cover must be removed prior to attaching the tether strap to the tether anchor. On
wagons, it may be necessary to remove the cargo cover assembly prior to attaching the tether
strap to the tether anchor. Page Seating and Safety Restraints If the tether strap is clipped
incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event of a collision. Refer to
the Installing child safety seats in combination lap and shoulder belt seating positions section
of this chapter for further instructions to secure the child safety seat. LOCK, locks the steering
wheel, automatic transmission gearshift lever and allows key removal. Note: The key may be
difficult to remove if the ignition is switched off with an automatic gearshift lever in any other
position than P Park. This system meets all Canadian Interference Causing Equipment standard
requirements regulating the impulse electrical field strength of radio noise. When starting a fuel
injected engine, avoid pressing the accelerator before or during starting. Page Driving Do not
start your vehicle in a closed garage or in other enclosed areas. Exhaust fumes can be toxic.
Always open the garage door before you start the engine. See Guarding against exhaust fumes
in this chapter for more instructions. If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your
dealer inspect your vehicle Page Driving Before starting the vehicle: 1. Make sure all vehicle
occupants have buckled their safety belts. For more information on safety belts and their proper
usage, refer to the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter. Make sure the headlamps and vehicle
accessories are off. Page Driving Make sure the corresponding lights if equipped illuminate
briefly. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Turn the key to 4 START without
pressing the accelerator pedal and release as soon as the engine starts. Page Driving 2. Page
Driving To prevent electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems
or two pronged cheater adapters. Guarding against exhaust fumes Although odorless and
colorless, carbon monoxide is present in exhaust fumes. Take precautions to avoid its
dangerous effects. If you ever smell exhaust fumes of any kind inside your vehicle, have your
dealer In addition, certain fluids contained in vehicles and certain products of component wear
contain or emit chemicals known to the State of Occasional brake noise is normal and often
does not indicate a performance concern with the vehicle's brake system. In normal operation,
automotive brake systems may emit occasional or intermittent squeal or groan noises when the
brakes are applied. Page Driving Parking brake Apply the parking brake whenever the vehicle is
parked. To set the parking brake, pull the handle up as far as possible. Page Driving Anti-lock
brake system ABS if equipped On vehicles equipped with an anti lock braking system ABS , a

noise from the hydraulic pump motor and pulsation in the pedal may be observed during ABS
braking events. Rapid pedal pulsation coupled with noise while braking under panic conditions
or on loose gravel, bumps, wet or snowy roads is normal and indicates Page Driving The ABS
continuously monitors all four wheel speeds and detects the onset of wheel lockup during
brake applications and, if required, modulates brake pressure to individual wheels to maintain
braking at optimum efficiency and ensure that steering control is not adversely affected. The
ABS will be activated immediately, thus allowing you to retain full steering control of your
vehicle and, providing there is sufficient space, will enable you to avoid obstacles and bring the
vehicle to a controlled Power steering uses energy from the engine to help steer the vehicle. If
you cannot move the gearshift out of P Park with the brake pedal depressed: 1. Page Driving If it
is necessary to use the above procedure to move the gearshift, it is possible that a fuse has
blown or the vehicle's brakelamps are not operating properly. Refer to Fuses and relays in the
Roadside Emergencies chapter. Do not drive your vehicle until you verify that the brakelamps
are working. Page Driving Driving with automatic transaxle if equipped Understanding gearshift
positions Depress the locking button and move the automatic gearshift to the desired position.
Hold the brake pedal down while you move the gearshift lever from P Park to another position. If
you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle may move unexpectedly and injure
someone. Page Driving Never leave your vehicle unattended while it is running. R Reverse With
the gearshift in R Reverse , the vehicle will move backward. Always come to a complete stop
before shifting into and out of R Reverse N Neutral With the gearshift in N Neutral , the vehicle
can be started and is free to roll. Page Driving D Overdrive The normal driving position for the
best fuel economy. Transaxle operates in gears One through Four. D Overdrive can be
deactivated by pressing the transaxle control switch on the gearshift lever. Each time the
vehicle is started, the transaxle will automatically return to normal overdrive mode. Page Driving
Manual transaxle operation if equipped Using the clutch Vehicles equipped with a manual
transaxle have a starter interlock that prevents cranking the engine unless the clutch pedal is
fully depressed. When starting a vehicle with a manual transaxle, you must: 1. Page Driving Do
not drive with your foot resting on the clutch pedal and do not use the clutch to hold your
vehicle at a standstill while waiting on a hill. These actions will seriously reduce clutch life.
Page Driving Parking your vehicle 1. Apply brake and shift into N Neutral. Set parking brake.
Shift into 1 First. Turn ignition to position 2 OFF. Do not park your vehicle in Neutral, it may
move unexpectedly and injure someone. Traction or brake capability may be limited and if the
ignition system gets wet, your engine may stall. Water may also enter your engine's air intake
and severely damage your engine. It does not include passengers or aftermarket equipment.
Remember to figure in the tongue load of your loaded trailer when figuring the total weight.
Page Driving If you are adding weight to the front of your vehicle potentially including weight
added to the cab , the weight added should not exceed the Front Axle Reserve Capacity FARC.
Additional frontal weight may be added to the front axle reserve capacity provided you limit
your payload in other ways i. Do not tow a trailer until your vehicle has been driven at least km
miles. Page Driving Hitches Do not use hitches that clamp onto the vehicle bumper. Use a load
carrying hitch. Safety chains Always connect the trailer's safety chains to the frame or hook
Trailer lamps Trailer lamps are required on most towed vehicles. Make sure your trailer lamps
conform to local and Federal regulations. See your dealer or trailer rental agency for proper
instructions and equipment for hooking up trailer lamps. Page Driving Servicing after towing If
you tow a trailer for long distances, your vehicle will require more frequent service intervals.
Refer to your scheduled maintenance guide for more information. Should you need to arrange
assistance for yourself, Ford will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain information, U.
Ford or Mercury vehicle customers call 1 ; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1 Page Driving
Recreational towing Follow these guidelines for your specific powertrain combination to tow
your vehicle with all four wheels on the ground such as behind a recreational vehicle. These
guidelines are designed to ensure that your transmission is not damaged due to insufficient
lubrication flow. Never use a tow bar that attaches to the bumper when you tow your vehicle.
You could damage the bumper and cause an accident. In complimentary roadside assistance
the United States, this card is found program. Similarly in Canada, for uninterrupted roadside
assistance coverage, you may The shut off switch is a device intended to stop the electric fuel
pump when your vehicle has been involved in a substantial jolt. Blown fuses are identified by a
broken wire within the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before replacing any electrical
components. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Page
Roadside Emergencies The fuses and relays are coded as follows. Description rating Light
switch Radio Turn signal, hazard flasher Horn, power seat Power sunroof Interior lamps, power
mirrors Electronic modules, instrument cluster Not used Not used Rear power point Back up
lamps automatic transmission Radio accessory Stop lamps Rear wiper Description rating Not

used Heated front seats Back up lamps manual transmission Rear power windows Front power
windows Front wipers Side lights right Side lights left Light switch Air bag module Electronic
modules, instrument cluster License plate lamp Power locks GEM on back side of fuse panel
Page Roadside Emergencies Power distribution box The power distribution box is located in the
engine compartment. The power distribution box contains high current fuses that protect your
vehicle's main electrical systems from overloads. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. Always replace the cover to the Power Distribution Box before
reconnecting the battery Instead, gradually decrease your speed. Hold the steering wheel firmly
and slowly move to a safe place on the side of the road. The temporary spare tire Your vehicle
has a temporary spare tire. Page Roadside Emergencies Tire change procedure To prevent the
vehicle from moving when you change a tire, be sure the parking brake is set, then block in both
directions the wheel that is diagonally opposite other side and end of the vehicle to the tire
being changed. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Remove the spare tire by loosening the tie down
bolt in a counterclockwise direction. Take note of the jack position before removal in order to
assist in restowing when finished. The jack can be removed by loosening the jack tie down bolt
in the counterclockwise direction. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Remove the center cap or
wheel cover. Loosen each wheel lug nut one half turn counterclockwise but do not remove them
until the wheel is raised off the ground. The vehicle jacking points are depicted on the yellow
warning label on the jack shown here. Page Roadside Emergencies 6. Remove the lug nuts with
the lug wrench. Replace the flat tire with the spare tire, making sure the valve stem is facing
outward. Reinstall lug nuts until the wheel is snug against the hub. Do not fully tighten the lug
nuts until the wheel has been lowered. An explosion could result in injury or vehicle damage.
Do not push start your vehicle. You could damage the catalytic converter. Batteries contain
sulfuric acid which burns skin, eyes, and clothing, if contacted. Park the booster vehicle close
to the hood of your disabled vehicle, making sure the two vehicles do not touch. Set the parking
brake on both vehicles and stay clear of the engine cooling fan and other moving parts. Page
Roadside Emergencies 2. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting
battery. Make the final connection of the negative - cable to an exposed metal part of the stalled
vehicle's engine, away from the battery. Do not use fuel lines, engine rocker covers, or the
intake manifold as grounding points. Do not connect the end of the second cable to the
negative - terminal of the Be sure that the cables are clear of fan blades, belts and other moving
parts of both engines. Page Roadside Emergencies Jump starting 1. Start the engine of the
booster vehicle and run the engine at a moderately increased speed. Start the engine of the
disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines for a further
three minutes before disconnecting the jumper cables. Remove the jumper cable on the
negative - connection of the booster vehicle's battery. Page Wrecker Towing It is recommended
that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt.
Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Page drive wheels must
be placed on a dolly to prevent damage to the transaxle. Ford Motor Company provides a
towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this
manual for proper hook up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Page Customer Assistance
If you are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you At home need more help
than the dealership Ford Motor Company and Ford of could provide after following the Canada
have authorized dealerships steps described above, contact the to service your vehicle. Canada
in Canada. Page The Dispute Settlement Board Concerns are ineligible for review if designed
concerns on Ford, the New Vehicle Limited Warranty Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford, has
expired at receipt of your Mercury and Lincoln light trucks application and in certain states
Page Board as well. Board members review all available TDD for the hearing impaired:
information related to each 1 or by writing to the These impartial to feel that the efforts by Ford
and arbitrators review the positions of the dealer to resolve a the parties, make decisions and,
And Canada If the dealership registration regulations and where employees cannot help you,
they to find unleaded fuel. If you cannot find unleaded fuel or can only get fuel with an anti
knock Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Washing the exterior of your vehicle Never wash a
vehicle that is "hot to the touch" or during exposure to strong, direct sunlight. Page Cleaning
Remove any exterior accessories, such as antennas, before entering a car wash. A typical paint
sealant lasts approximately six months to a year, depending on local weather Spray cleaner on
cool wheel rims or covers and allow to set for 2 5 minutes. Agitate the area with a sponge and
rinse off with plenty of water. Page Cleaning Cleaning the engine Engines are more efficient
when they are clean because grease and dirt buildup keep the engine warmer than normal. Page
Cleaning 2. Use only approved products to clean plastic parts. These products are available
from your authorized Ford, Lincoln or Mercury dealer. Washing mirrors, mirror housings and
reflective surfaces Do not clean mirrors, mirror housings or reflective surfaces with abrasive

materials or a dry cloth. Page Cleaning Washing the exterior lamps In order to avoid scratching
the plastic lamps, do not use dry paper towels, non approved chemical solvents or abrasive
cleaners. If after cleaning the glass surface, the water sheets from the glass e. Page Cleaning
Cleaning the instrument cluster lens Wipe the cluster area with a soft, damp cotton towel. Dry
the area with a clean, dry towel. Cleaning seats equipped with side air bags Remove dust and
loose dirt with a vacuum cleaner. Page Cleaning leather seats if equipped All Ford, Lincoln and
Mercury vehicles with leather seating surfaces have a clear, protective coating over the leather.
To clean the leather seats, simply The mild cleaner and special pad available in the kit cleans
the leather and maintains its natural beauty. For best results, follow the instructions printed on
the cleaner label. Do not use bleach, dye or any other solvent to clean the belts, as these
actions may weaken the belt webbing. If your vehicle requires professional service, your
dealership can provide necessary parts and service. If the level is low, add enough fluid to fill
the reservoir. In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir all the way. Page They are
unnecessary and could lead to engine damage that is not covered by Ford warranty. Change
your engine oil according to the appropriate schedule listed in the Scheduled Maintenance
Guide. Page Battery Maintenance and Specifications It is recommended you use the appropriate
Motorcraft oil filter or another brand meeting Ford specifications for your engine application.
BATTERY Your vehicle is equipped with a Motorcraft maintenance free battery which normally
does not require additional water during its life of service. Page Maintenance and Specifications
If you see any corrosion on the battery cables or terminals, remove the cables from the
terminals and clean with a wire brush. You can neutralize the acid with a solution of baking
soda and water. Reinstall the cables when you are done cleaning them. Lift the battery with a
battery carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Maintenance and Specifications 1.
Set your parking brake. Put the gearshift in P Park automatic transaxle or the neutral position
manual transaxle. Turn off all accessories and start the engine. Let the engine idle for at least
one minute. Page Maintenance and Specifications If the engine coolant has not been checked at
the recommended interval, the engine coolant reservoir may become low or empty. If the
reservoir is low or empty, add engine coolant to the reservoir. Refer to Adding engine coolant in
this chapter. To determine your vehicle's coolant type color , check your coolant reservoir. Page
Maintenance and Specifications To avoid personal injury, make sure the engine is cool before
unscrewing the coolant pressure relief cap. The cooling system is under pressure; steam and
hot liquid can come out forcefully when the cap is loosened slightly. Page Maintenance and
Specifications 5. Fill the coolant reservoir slowly with the proper coolant mixture see above , to
within the "cold fill range" or the "cold full" level on the reservoir. If you removed the radiator
cap in an overflow system, fill the radiator until the coolant is visible and radiator is almost full.
Use of such coolant may harm the engine and cooling system components. Ford Motor
Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally
equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a Ford approved recycling
process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and Specifications When failâ€”safe mode is
activated You have limited engine power when in the fail safe mode, so drive the vehicle with
caution. The vehicle will not be able to maintain high speed operation and the engine will run
rough. Remember that the engine is capable of completely shutting down automatically to
prevent engine The pressure in an overfilled tank may cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and
fire. If you do not use the proper fuel cap, the pressure in the fuel tank can damage the fuel
system or cause it to work Fuel such as gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause
death or permanent injury. Repeated or prolonged skin contact with fuel liquid or vapor causes
skin irritation. Page 4. To close, turn the cap clockwise system if the correct genuine until it
clicks. Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler Refer to the previous section Fuel cap is not used. The use
of leaded fuel is prohibited by law and could damage your vehicle. Your vehicle was not
designed to use fuel or fuel additives with metallic compounds, including manganese based
compounds containing MMT. Page World wide Fuel Charter. Do not use gasolines containing
methanol, which can damage critical fuel system components. Page Maintenance and
Specifications Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation may have an
adverse affect on modern powertrain components. You must gather information as accurately
and consistently as possible. Fuel expense, frequency of fillups or fuel gauge readings are NOT
accurate as a measure of fuel economy. Page Maintenance and Specifications The amount of
Empty Reserve varies and should not be relied upon to increase driving range. When refueling
your vehicle after the fuel gauge indicates empty, you might not be able to refuel the full amount
of the advertised capacity of the fuel tank due to the empty reserve still present in the tank.
Page Maintenance and Specifications Calculating fuel economy 1. Fill the fuel tank completely
and record the initial odometer reading. Each time you fill the tank, record the amount of fuel
added in liters or gallons. After at least three to five tank fill ups, fill the fuel tank and record the

current kilometer mileage reading. Page Maintenance and Specifications Driving style â€” good
driving and fuel economy habits Give consideration to the lists that follow and you may be able
to change a number of variables and improve your fuel economy. Speed control can help
maintain a constant speed and reduce speed changes. You may want to turn off the speed
control in hilly terrain as unnecessary shifting between third and fourth gears may occur
causing deterioration in fuel economy. Contact your dealer if the window sticker is not supplied
with your vehicle. The EPA window sticker should be your guide for the fuel economy
comparisons with other vehicles. If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford authorized parts are
used for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting Page Maintenance
and Specifications Illumination of the Charging system warning light, Check engine light or a
high engine temperature, fluid leaks, strange odors, smoke or loss of oil pressure, could
indicate that the emission control system is not working properly. Exhaust leaks may result in
entry of harmful and potentially lethal fumes into the passenger compartment. If your Check
engine light is on, refer to the description in the Warning Lights and Chimes section of the
Instrument Cluster chapter. The power steering fluid level should be checked before starting the
engine. Page Brake Fluid 3. If necessary, add brake fluid until the level reaches MAX. Do not fill
above this line. Use only brake fluids certified to meet Ford specifications. Refer to Lubricant
specifications in this chapter. Use only DOT 3 brake fluid from a sealed container. Your
transaxle does not consume fluid. However, the fluid level should be checked if the transaxle is
not working properly, i. Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. With the parking brake engaged
and your foot on the brake pedal, start the engine and move the gearshift lever through all of the
gear ranges. Allow sufficient time for each gear to engage. Latch the gearshift lever in P Park
and leave the engine running. Page Maintenance and Specifications High fluid level Fluid levels
above the safe range may result in transaxle failure. High fluid levels can be caused by
overheated or aerated fluid. This can be caused by operating for an extended period at high
speeds, in city traffic during hot weather, Page Clutch Fluid 5. Install and tighten the filler plug
securely. Department of Transportation Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as
the government has written it. Page Maintenance and Specifications Treadwear The treadwear
grade is a comparative rating based on the wear rate of the tire when tested under controlled
conditions on a specified government test course. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Temperature A B C The temperature grades are A the highest , B, and C, representing the tire's
resistance to the generation of heat and its ability to dissipate heat when tested under
controlled conditions on a specified indoor laboratory test wheel. Page e. Failure to follow these
precautions may adversely affect the handling of the vehicle and make it easier for the driver to
lose control and roll over. The tires on your vehicle have all weather treads to provide traction in
rain and snow. However, in some climates, you may need to use snow tires and chains. If you
hear the chains rub or bang against your vehicle, stop and re tighten the chains. Page Part
Numbers If a spark plug requires replacement, use only spark plugs with the same service part
number suffix letter as shown on the engine decal. The Safety Compliance Certification Label is
located on the front door latch pillar on the driver's side. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Vehicle identification number The vehicle identification number VIN is attached to a metal tag
and is located on the driver side instrument panel. The VIN tag may be seen by looking through
the windshield from outside the vehicle. Engine number The engine number the last eight
numbers of the vehicle These Vehicle security systems quality accessories have been Wheel
locks for alloy wheels specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; Page For
maximum vehicle performance, operation. Backup lamps Base curb weight. Page Index
Children and safety belts.. Emission control system Chimes Engine compartment. Page Index
Fuel for cleaner air Hazard flasher control.. Fuel gauge Head restraints. Page Index Jack Jack
positioning Page Index Power distribution box.. Safety belt extension assembly Power side view
mirrors.. Safety belt maintenance.. Power steering.. Page Index Tachometer Temperature
control. Page Filling Station Information Automatic transaxle fluid 6. Refer to Lubricant
Specifications. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. The contact owns a Ford Focus. While at a traffic light, the vehicle stalled. The
vehicle was able to restart after two attempts. The failure recurred on several occasions. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , I am writing this for two
incidents happened within a two week time frame. The whole engine had to be replaced as per

mechanics suggestion. I have the invoice from the mechanic shop and the mechanic would
gladly provide more details if needed. When the car was shut down abnormally, and restarted
the issue continued and even when it was in neutral, it constantly raved up. I see other people
have recently filed complains for this and expect the NHTSA to do something about it urgently
as in my opinion it is a huge safety issue. The mechanic mentioned that the cruise control cable
was stuck in the housing. Currently the cruise control has been disconnected by my mechanic
and I have bought a new cruise control cable from the dealer and hope to get it fixed soon,
however expect the company to take care of both of the above issues. While driving at
approximately 65 mph, an abnormal noise was heard and the vehicle seized without warning.
The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic. The technician diagnosed that the rod
bearing detached from the engine. As a result, the engine needed to be replaced. The failure
mileage was , Search CarComplaints. Car when warmed up and during intercity driving will
randomly cut out when the accelerator is not depressed. Car shuts off and becomes hard to
steer and control. Have almost been hit and no one can figure out what's wrong. It does this
intermittently. Also the car has the updated thermostat housing and the thermostat still tends to
overheat. Have contacted Ford and call center employee did not seem too enthusiastic to help.
Offered to find me a Ford dealer but not someone from their safety office. Also, car had old style
ignition cylinder which locked back in February. This seems to be a common problem The car
vibrates; shakes. I was told by two auto repairman before I was aware of just what the problem
was. It is now a little worse. I need to get it repaired soon and I will. I was hoping there is a recall
on the mounts. I was told there was by adams street muffler in tallahassee. Tallahassee Ford
says they have no recall. The contact stated that while driving approximately 35 mph, the engine
ignited in flames without warning. The contact was able to exit the vehicle without injury. The
fire department and the police department were called and both a police and fire report was
filed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic, who was unable to diagnose the
cause of the failure. The vehicle was ruled as destroyed and was towed to the contact's
insurance Agency for further investigation of the failure. The contact also mentioned that upon
further research, he discovered that the cruise control wiring remained hot at all times and
could have possibly been the cause of the fire. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
contact stated that while driving approximately 40 mph, the low oil warning indicator illuminated
continuously on the instrument panel. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic
where a small amount of oil was added to the reservoir. Later as the contact was driving an
unknown speed, smoke emitted inside of the vehicle cabin. The vehicle then stalled and failed
to be restarted. The vehicle was inspected by a certified mechanic, who informed the contact
that the engine would needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the defect. The approximate failure mileage was 71, While waiting at a
construction site the engine died and would not start the engine indicator lit. The brake lights,
power windows, and rear hatch release also failed to function. The vehicle was towed and the
personal mechanic reported the electrical harness to the rear hatch had failed where is passed
between the body and the hatch door. The harness electrical insulation was cracked on the
entire bundle of wires and shedding fragments causing some wires to short, the 15 amp fuse for
the brake lights had evidence of heating, but did not blow, rather, wires leading to the brake
pedal sensor, the 15 amp fuse, and along the harness back to the short in the rear wiring
harness near the center brake light had discolored and were melted in some segments. Ford
customer service said to consult a Ford service center to determine if there was a
manufacturing defect. The Ford service representative said he had seen this before and said it
was not a manufacturing defect, rather it was a design defect that occurs after 10 years or more.
The motor on the sun roof and all of my windows went out the handle on door for the front
passenger fell off the, rear door on the passenger side on the inside just fell apart sometimes
you can't open the door from the inside or the outside its like they freeze up and a day later they
open this is a huge safety issue sometimes my car just dies out and all of the panel goes blank
like it just shuts down. The contact stated that while driving 45 mph, the vehicle made a rattling
noise and the contact noticed that the steel valve seat had become separated from the vehicle
and dropped into the combustion chamber. The manufacturer was not notified. The contact
stated that while driving approximately 50 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle
was shifted into park and the contact attempted to restart the vehicle but to no avail. The vehicle
was towed to an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The mechanic stated that the
engine would have to be replaced due to oil leaking into the engine. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure and advised that the vehicle was not included in any recalls. The
approximate failure mileage was 94, and the current mileage was 94, I own a Ford Focus ZX3
with a very low mileage of Then I started driving toward the commuter parking lot. However, 30
seconds later, a huge "continuous knocking" sound came out from the engine followed by

white smoke. Then I saw a very large amount of engine oil spill, down the road. Since I could no
longer drive the car, I had to get it towed to the nearest garage. The mechanic concluded that
one of the piston rods have been broken and spiked the engine oil sump. He was clueless about
seeing such a mechanical failure from a low mileage, well-maintained car. For a small university
town, four cars with similar defects is not a normal issue. The main reason for this complaint
because I had to go through a life threatening situation. There has to be a defect or else this
would have not happened to a well maintained car with regular oil changes, wheel alignments
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Do not scratch or gouge aluminium
sealing. NOTE: All bearing surfaces must be lubricated before assembly or installation. NOTE:
The crankshaft main bearings are precision selective fit. For additional information, refer to
Section Make sure the arrow faces the front of the engine. NOTE: Apply axial load to the rear of
the crankshaft simultaneously to tightening of the bolts. Install the five lower crankshaft main
bearings and the five main bearing caps. Install the piston and connection rod assemblies. Ford
motor company ford f owner's guide pages. Automobile Ford Crown Victoria Manual pages.
Ford motor company ford crown victoria owner's guide 16 pages. Ford motor company ford
escort owner's guide pages. Ford motor company ford windstar owner's guide 25 pages. Ford
motor company ford thunderbird owner's guide pages. Do not scratch or gouge aluminium
sealing surfaces. Page 2 Focus Workshop Manual Page 2 of 9 5. Install the four crankshaft rod
caps. NOTE: Coat the rear oil seal area and the crankshaft rear oil seal lip with engine oil. NOTE:
Make sure the crankshaft rear oil seal is on correctly and that the edges are not rolled over.
Using the special tools, install a new crankshaft rear oil seal. Page 3 NOTE: Install the oil pan
within ten minutes after the sealant is applied. Page 4 Focus Workshop Manual Page 4 of 9
Install the timing belt guide and the crankshaft sprocket. Install the water pump. Use a new
gasket. Install the timing belt tensioner. Line up the timing marks of the crankshaft. Page 5
Focus Workshop Manual Page 5 of 9 Rotate the crankshaft two turns and recheck the timing
marks. Install the upper timing belt cover. Install the timing belt cover. NOTE: Using the special
tool, hold the crankshaft pulley. Install the crankshaft pulley. Page 6 Focus Workshop Manual
Page 6 of 9 NOTE: Tighten the bolts evenly. Install the exhaust manifold. Install the accessory
drive bracket. Install the generator if necessary. Install the oil pressure sender unit. Page 7
Focus Workshop Manual Page 7 of 9 Install the coil bracket, coil and spark plug wires. Connect
the spark plug wires. Install a new gasket and the intake manifold. Tighten the nuts and bolts to
10 Nm and 90 degrees. Page 8 Focus Workshop Manual Page 8 of 9 Connect the fuel pressure
sensor electrical connectors. Connect the oil pressure sender unit and the knock sensor
electrical connectors. Connect the idle air control valve and the throttle position sensor. Page 9
Focus Workshop Manual Page 9 of 9 Remove the engine from the stand. Install the flywheel.
Tighten the bolts fingertight. Install the special tool. Tighten the bolts. Install the clutch if
equipped. For additional information, refer to Section A. Print page 1 Print document 9 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Yet another case of the 2. For mine it was the 1 cylinder that dropped
the seat. I'm doing the rebuild myself because I cannot afford to have someone else do it or
replace the engine or car. I'm about a month into it and using some very helpful YouTube videos
because it is such a common problem that two different people videoed their rebuild job. Head
was trashed, 1 piston was beat up on top and actually shattered below the wrist pin, leaving
pieces of the piston in the oil pan. Starting reassembly and discovered the 1 rod doesn't quite
line up right with the crank shaft, so it appears the rod was bent slightly. Now I need to see if
that can be fixed or needs to be replaced. Connecting rods don't appear quite as easy to come
by as rebuilt heads and rebuild kits, so we'll see. So I fixed my ignition module problem listed in
another complaint and all the cylinders were firing and the check engine light turned off by
itself. But then a clicking sound starting coming from the head as the engine was running. This
went on for a couple of weeks. Starting from the beginning, - I bought the car in Feb for a really
low sales price, which might have been and turned out to be a red flag. I then went online to
carcomplaints. Also I saw a video about this on youtube. I also had heard about this sometime
before I owned the car at a used car lot I visited in which there was an engine failure for a Ford
Focus that they had sold under a warranty. But I was reassured by those I knew well that this
was all hype, so to speak. Nevertheless I knew something was going to eventually happen, with
too many independent sources saying the same thing. Well, the car ran for 35, miles and 16
months and at , miles, right after I dropped off a friend for work, I heard a crashing sound like a
jack hammer not that loud, however coming from under the hood as I was driving away. I shut
the engine off I think or it may have died , I then tried to restart it with the sound of the jack
hammer recurring being followed by horrendous scraping sounds from under the hood. I turned
off the engine, coast to the side of the road, called a tow truck, and towed it home. Not worth it
to fix, local shops quote 3 to 4 thousand, more than twice what I paid for the car. Ford really

needs to address this issue, because otherwise it was a very good little car. Absolutely
ridiculous Ford, truly sad and it will never happen again. I just purchased a brand new Toyota
while I'm rebuilding this engine using a head with aftermarket valves. I've purchased Fords
since I got this car, but after this disaster, I will not have another. I was told the valve seats
would drop in this car, of course I denied it, no way this could happen to my car. I babied my
Focus. It was my daily driver but I ran high quality synthetic oil always, changed every miles
even with synthetic, tuned and overall maintained better than most. The gas pedal was never
put to the floor the entire time I owned the car. Unfortunately, even meticulous care and
maintenance cannot prevent disasters caused by poor quality and design. At , miles, more than
most make it, I heard a horrible rattle in the engine after the check engine light lit up. I
immediately coasted to a nearby parking lot and had it towed home. After a few videos hearing
the same problem, I knew it was the notorious valve seat dropping issue. Pulled the head and
sure enough, the intake valve for cylinder 4 had dropped. The head is toast, piston 4 is toast. If I
wouldn't have immediately cut the car off, it would have ruined the others pistons and cylinder
walls. This happens to some people as early as 80, miles. If I wasn't doing this myself, it
wouldn't be worth the cost to get it fixed. This should have been recalled years ago. Go to hell
Ford. The valve seats failed, dropped into the engine and destroyed it. This is a common
problem with this engine. I'm very disappointed that Ford never stepped up to the plate with this
problem and recalled the car to correct this very serious engine problem. Not really a complaint.
Just want to say I have made a living so to speak fixing these cars. I have bought and sold 8
focuses in the last 2 years. Purchase price usually around and selling price around - all have
sold in less than a weeks time. I know exactly how to repair the engine problem that occurs with
them. I use a combo of used and new parts and don't spend more than a few hundred dollars on
parts. My cars are close to looking like new when I sell them, with no mechanical problems. This
engine problem I estimate happens to prob about 1 out of 10 Focuses. Other than this freak
ocurrance they are very good little cars. I have seem some go over , miles with no major issues.
I am sure that the ones we have repaired will last a very long time. My buddy has one with ,
miles after fixing the engine and still going. The fact that they are ticking time bombs with the
original head still on is true. I would never buy a used head for this engine - you must go rebuilt.
Most engines with this malady wind up needing a few new pistons, and a rebuilt head. You must
unplug the intake manifold and flush and scrub the runners to remove any debris from the valve
failure. Fresh gaskets and what ever else is needed for the engine to run in good health. I do
recommend meticulous care in cleaning each piston ring and land to assure the oil rings move
freely on used parts and the other piston assemblies. Most times there is no damage to the
block or nothing to worry about at least. The crankshafts, even bearings and oil pumps are very
durable - I hardly ever replace them most engine repairs can be done without removing the eng.
Oil pans come off easy. The head is the whole job. I really like these little 4 cylinder motors once
the defect is fixed. Al Simone. It had been owned previously by a teenager i'm sure because of
the aftermarket line protectors on the engine spark plug wires, and color matching steel
reinforced line protectors on some of the coolant hoses. Joe Cooper assured me that their ASE
certified mechanics had went over the engine and did some kinda etc. I didn't look close
enough at the contract my fault and after purchasing the vehicle, 4, miles down the road, I
began losing power and the engine began misfiring. I get a call almost 3 days later, to find out
that they haven't even gotten to my vehicle yet and that it would be another day or two before
they could get a mechanic on it. A week goes by, I get a call again stating that not only had a
valve had stuck and was bent, but also that a cylinder had stuck and failed. They repurchased
another block and inspected it , then I get another call stating it would be the best time to switch
out the timing gears and belt, but that I would have to be billed for the labor for that because the
warranty didn't cover rubber products within the engine, or normally failing engine components,
to include the timing gears. That in itself was just in labor billed that I had to pay. Utilizing the
rest of the other engines equipment alternator, battery, hoses, etc. Dropped valve seat in
cylinder 4. How is this not a lawsuit yet. Contacted Ford and the Rep dropped me faster than my
valve seat. Had purchased this vehicle through a Ford Dealership. Bought it one year old and
only had miles in it. Worked OK for a few years then suddenly it began to have shaking upon
idle, was slow to accelerate and hard to start. After taking the vehicle to a local mechanic, he
mentioned that the cylinders were not firing as they should be. I had to replace the plugs and
wires along with sensors galore. One day I returned home only to find that the car would not
fire. It had a clunking noise as well. I took it to another mechanic and he was curious enough to
remove the cylinder head to find that one of the valves had sunken in to the cylinder space all
the way through to the manifold causing the cylinder to break through and crack the engine
block. This was so frustrating. The mechanic mentioned that this type of engine was
manufactured in another country and that the block was built here in the USA. The mismatching

of the cylinder head and the engine block provided a leeway for the valve to easily sink through
and produce such catastrophe. I have tried to look for this engine but failed to find one that is
the exact model as mine. Now my car sits behind my parent's house and I am thinking of selling
it for parts. Word to the wise: On my next vehicle purchase, I will need to do some homework
prior to buying it. I bought a focus in , great car only had 80, miles on it. Started researching
online just to find the 2. I found numerous reports of others having the same problem. I decided
to contacted ford,needless to say they offered no help. I really don't understand why if there are
so many people having the same issue why no recall. It just sucks i paid for that car just to put
20, miles on it. Same old story. The valve dropped in and ruined the cylinder walls. Fortunately I
was able to find a used engine from the local junkyard. Still seems awfully common on this car!
My mother-in-law bought her a Ford Focus several years ago and it drove fine until one day she
went to the store and started it up and it started having the same problems I've read on this
website. Then that's when it blew up. I took it to a mechanic that told us it didn't have any
compression in two of the four cylinders. So I thought I might just rebuild the engine or even
put in a salvaged. The first thing guy at the salvage yard ask me was what's the eighth digit on
the VIN number? I went to check and sure enough, he was right, It was a "P" And he said yes,
He said he has a list of people wanting them just to get their car in a "running condition" so they
can sell it as a running car. After reading this blog, there is now way in hell I would dump even a
single dime on this P. I have been looking this up, and I have been finding that this appears to
be a common problem for this particular engine and year. Until this day, I had no major
problems with this car. I really liked the car and it was reliable, gas efficient and was just an
overall great car! I had to make a few repairs to the transmission, replace the starter and
alternator, what I considered to be routine maintenance on the car. I drove the car 52 miles one
direction for work and the car was very reliable. When the car started on this particular day,
along with the banging, the car shook like an earthquake was passing. The car sat for three
years in the garage, as our my husband and mine business failed in the great economy fail of ,
and did not have the cash to replace the engine at that time. I had the car towed to a mechanic
that my husband currently works with he's a retired mechanic and he tore the engine apart this
past week. He the mechanic said that the 2 valve seat had denigrated and was down in the
cylinder. Because of the damage to these, the piston rammed into the head and cracked it. Now,
if all these people are complaining, you would think that FORD would take action to correct the
manufacturing defect. Of course not. No answer or explanation from them. This is the first time
that I am not happy with Ford and this is the fourth vehicle we purchased brand new from them.
I am very disappointed that Ford would be so dismissive with dealing with this defect. The car
had always been taken care of mechanically, and the mechanic stated that the car was definitely
worth saving, with gas prices and the overall condition of the car. In this way, we will not have
another car payment. Bought the car from an eldery lady that always had the service done at
dealership. I had the car towed home, tore it down and couldn't believe what I found. The
number 4 cylinder intake valve seat blew up and destroyed the engine. I found aluminum in all
the cylinders! This car has never been abused. So many people have complained about this that
Ford has got to know about this problem, but they refuse to do anything about it. So we the
people get screwed again. I've owned Ford's since and have never had an engine fail so bad.
Now I have no choice but to rebuild the engine with a remanufactured head that has the
upgraded valve seats. If this wasn't a continuing problem, then how come everybody is selling
heads with upgraded valve seats! I guess Ford just doesn't give a poop! Another customer lost!
Shoot, I might even have to buy a Chevy! Bought the Ford Focus LX used at , miles in I
assumed the car would have some minor issues with its age and high miles, but I needed a car
in a hurry. Mind you I also own a Ford Taurus SE and had to do a lot of repair and it crapped out
on me so I looked for another car. Never again will I buy another Ford. So I drive to work and
back and go back out. Get to destination and park on the return, turn key to start and hear a
clicking noise. First thought was the starter. Tried again same thing. On the third attempt, car
starts and there is an loud I mean loud clanking under the hood and car is hesitant to
accelerate. Not wanting to pay for tow truck, i drove the car clanking loudly across the mall
parking lot to Firestone. I get there and the tech listens and says its a thrown rod in the engine. I
am a little upset that the car already needs another engine at k miles. Car lot says the engine
needs to be switched out and under extended warranty, I get another engine installed along with
new spark plugs, wires and water pump.. The day I picked up the car, I noticed that it bucked at
mph. I call the car lot and they say to bring back in a week for an appointment. Day of
appointment, car lot says it is not something they did. Took car to Meineke, they did not find a
resolution. Car also has a hesitation from mph like its having a hard time shifting gears. Do not
buy a FORD, at least not out of warranty. I have 2 and they are headache, honestly I have the
service records to prove it. Same problem as most of you here. It started with what seemed like

wanting to stall on start up, with the engine shaking and smell of fumes. I would turn off the
engine, start up again and sometimes it was then ok. The garage told me it was ok to keep
driving it, even though they were reporting misfire in cylinder 4. Then I came home one day
when the car was fine, but on starting up again there was a huge knocking sound. Tried it again
and just got worse. Towed to the shop and found out the valve seat had smashed to pieces and
the cylinder head damaged. I'm donating it to the Kidney Foundation instead. Repairs cost more
than it's worth. Car had been well cared for and we recently replaced a bunch of things. I would
never have imagined this was a fairly common problem. Definitely not buying Ford again. This
car is killing me to get fixed!! I can't believe that Ford didn't recall these engines with as many
customers that have a problem with them. Ford should honor the customers that have been
loyal enough to purchase their cars! Believe me they will be losing a lot of repeat business
because of this. Who wants to purchase another piece of crap that you can only get , miles out
of it until you have to buy another car! In these hard times we don't have the funds to purchase
another car! Ford you suck!!!! I read the list of complaints and thought everyone had read my
mind. I had just replaced the tie rods, struts, shocks, rotors, and other parts to make it a safe
car for his commute from Alexandria to Quantico. I rounded the turn from 66 to S, and the car
quit, dead. It had run like a top from Cleveland to Washington. I assumed it was a timing belt or
something and almost dropped my teeth when the mechanic told me the engine was blown. I am
still searching for a good used engine, but I don't know. I had a Ford Escort that died the same
way-instantly, with a cracked cylinder-at K. Now, I am miles away, with a broken car in
Alexandria. Thanks, Ford. By the way, my Lincoln blew an engine at 88K. Seems to be a pattern
here. Update from Nov 17, : I found the solution. I stopped buying Fords. I gave my son my
wife's Hyundai, and bought her a Nissan. I drive a Chrysler van. My next one will be foreign, too.
My parents bought this car brand new and when we moved from the states to PR they decided
to ship this vehicle. What a mistake! It is very annoying when you hardly use a car and the car
doesn't perform the way it should. It seems like after the warranty is over everything on the car
starts to go downhill. The engine makes rattling noises and shakes a lot. The car doesn't have a
lot of power. One day we drove to the store and as soon as I turned off the engine I noticed that
the car made a really loud noise in the engine, opened the hood and didn't see anything weird. I
had a funny feeling in my stomach something was wrong. I started driving on the expressway to
go back home. The car was driving like brand new, then all of a sudden the gauges on the car
went crazy and I notice a decline in acceleration. I automatically proceeded to turn into the
emergency lane and the car just turned off automatically. Tried to turn on the car, nothing
happened. Well to make a long story short, the car had to be towed and I didn't have the car for
more than 2 weeks. These cars have problems with their engines, they overheat really easy and
they don't have enough power. No wonder my dad was against buying this car he always said
that Ford does not make good cars, they are not reliable. I noticed here in Puerto Rico people
drive Toyotas and they are very happy with them, so, I definitely know what car I will be buying
next. I had a 95 Hyundai Accent when I lived in the states and people talked so badly about that
car, but I do have to say I bought the car used and I had it for 5 yrs. Every winter, even though it
was below 0 degrees, that car always started without any problems. It never left me stranded
like this Ford Focus does. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions:
had to replace the engine 25 reports not sure 18 reports rebuilt engine 7 reports sell it to a
junkyard 3 reports donate to a high school vica club to repair and auction 2 reports replace
engine 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Focus problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled
Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. As everyone else, I had the same problem and had to
replace my motor. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. This guide is about
replacing a leaky thermostat housing on my Ford Focus ZX3 with a 2. I just happened to get a
kit that includes the thermostat and outlet component at the same time. From my own
experience and others I've read its quite common for the plastic thermostat housing to crack or
break. Please note I'm not a repair technician or a "car guy" at all. I'm just a guy on a budget
who is driving my Focus till the wheels fall off, at which time I will write a guide on that. Remove
battery terminal connectors by loosening the bolts using a 10mm wrench or driver. Remove
upper bolt with 13mm or 14mm Socket This bolt may vary. You may need to gently twist the
other end of the intake to slip it out of the air filter chamber. If the intake does not come out
easily see how to remove the Air Filter Chamber in the next step, so you can pull the air intake
hose out. Remove 4 screw holding on the lid of the Air Filter Chamber or 3 screws in my case.
Push up on snaps to release the Air Filter Chamber. Now you can easily remove the air intake
hose. If you suspect you still have coolant or water in your system you should place a drain pan

beneath the Thermostat Housing to catch any coolant or water. You may also find a drain kit at
your local auto parts store. There are four hoses attached to the Thermostat Housing. Two front
hoses Red and Blue , a top hose Green and a rear house not pictured. In the next few step we'll
remove the three highlighted here. The forth hose rear will be removed once the Thermostat
housing is loose from the engine block. The hose clamp holding the hose may be difficult to
release. If you have a clamp release tool this would be a good time to use it. Otherwise you can
use pliers to remove it. A flathead screwdriver may help release them as well. There are three
bolts to remove to release the Thermostat Housing. Use a 10mm wrench to remove the top
forward bolt closest to you. To Remove the top back bolt and bottom bolt you can use a 10mm
deep socket driver. Remove Thermostat Housing from Engine Block. You won't be able to take
it out yet we still have one more hose to release. Remove the final hose at the rear of the the
thermostat housing. Again these clips are pretty tough to remove so don't worry its normal.
Position the new Thermostat Housing next to the engine block. Attach the rear hose we
removed. You'll want to do this before you reattach the Thermostat Housing back to the engine
block. The rear hose is pretty impossible to get to if the Thermostat Housing is installed. Hand
tighten each bolt. Be sure to tighten evenly. Tighten the bolts the rest of the way with the 10mm
deep socket for the back bolt and the bottom bolt. You will need to use the 10mm wrench to
tighten front bolt as it is too close to the metal line to fit the socket wrench. Just reverse the
removal steps. You're Done! That wasn't so hard. Now you can brag to your friends how much
money you saved. Edit Publish. Step by Step Instructions. Remove lower bolts with 10mm
socket. Remove Screws with Phillips Screwdriver. If you have a leak you can likely skip this
step as you will have very little to drain. Remove the top hose green first. Align the holes and
insert bolts. Reattach the two front hoses and top hose. Install battery tray and battery. There
are 0 Comments. Say Something. Register or Log In. Your Name. Log in with Facebook.
Register Forgot your password? Forgot your password? Change the Oil Toyota Highlander. Get
notified about new articles. We'll keep you up to date about the newest car tips and tricks.
Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this m
taco zone control wiring diagram
kawasaki kmx 175
horn for harley davidson
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

